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Wakeology is a Wakeboard Brand that exists because the people involved 
in the company are absolutely passionate about Wake Sports. We are 
independent and we are grassroots. Our mission is to progress, promote, 
and bring new life to Wake Sports.



The Sick Transit is one of the most easy 
to ride boards on the market today. Its 
step down rail helps it sit slightly higher 
on the water to aid traction and lift in 
the water. With a smoother transition, 
crisp edge hold, and a clean arc feel 
into the wake, this board makes all 
riders more comfortable regardless 
of skill level. The 2.5” staged hybrid 
rocker makes transfers into the wake 
much easier and the outer molded 
fins help lock the edge and drive 
control to the limits.

SICK TRANSIT
135 & 140



Rocker Type: Subtle three-stage 
Skill Level: Intermediate/Advanced 
Length: 135.00 cm / 140.00 cm
Middle Width : 16.45 cm / 16.60 cm
Enduro Base: A smooth flowing base 
with superior durability.
Fin Configuration: One removable 
center fin and two outer molded-in 
fins. Molded-in fins aid stability and 
edge hold while increasing rider 
confidence.

Sick Transit Ghetto Blaster: 135 & 140
Sick Transit Graffiti: 135 & 140
Sick Transit Red: 135
Sick Transit Pink: 135

Retail Price: $349

Watch the Sick Transit Series in Action

Contact a Rep for Wholesale Pricing

SICK TRANSIT
 specs
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The LxO Flex Series was built to take 
a beating at cable parks and every 
winch obstacle known to man. LxO 
stands for Live Outside which is a 
principle and lifestyle that we feel very 
strongly about. Wakeology team rider 
Logan Farris headed the LxO project 
and the entire team has adopted 
its meaning and purpose. So, in a 
world where we are always plugged 
in, we encourage you to unplug 
and Live Outside! Buy a winch, get a 
cable park pass, plant a tree, recycle 
something, and shred the LxO.

LxO
138 & 142



Rocker Type: Continuous
Flex: Flex where you want it!  More stiffness 
in the center and more flex in the tip and 
tail = stability as you press the day away.    
Designed Specifically For:  Cable, Rail
Skill Level: Intermediate/Advanced 
Length: 138.00 cm / 142.00 cm 
Middle Width: 17.60 cm 
Slider Base: Extremely durable, withstands 
abuse from all types of obstacles.
ABS Rails: 360 degree edge protection. 
Fin Configuration: Two removable outer 
fins on each end. 

LxO Flex Board: 138 & 142
LxO Flex Board LTD: 142

Retail Price: $399

Watch the LxO Flex Series in Action

Contact a Rep for Wholesale Pricing

LxO (flex board)
 specs

LxO Flex Board

LxO limited Edition



The Stoke is a well balanced ride 
with a clean consistent pop off the 
wake. A slightly rolled concave 
across the center helps break up 
some turbulence on the water. The 
moderate molded-in fins provide 
the traction and stable feel needed 
to lock on edge and accelerate 
into the wake when needed. With a 
sharper end rail and a mellowed side 
rail, the Stoke transitions well edge to 
edge and carries speed nicely into 
the wake. A strong pop off the wake 
and a softer landing out into the flats 
makes the Stoke a relaxed ride on the 
water to riders of all levels.

STOKE
132, 137 & 142



Rocker Type: Abrupt three-stage 
Skill Level: Intermediate/Advanced 
Length: 132.00 cm  / 137.00 cm / 142.00 cm
Middle Width : 16.50  cm / 16.65 cm
Enduro Base: A smooth flowing base with 
superior durability.
Fin Configuration: One removable center fin 
and two outer molded-in fins. Molded-in fins 
aid stability and edge hold while increasing 
rider confidence. 
Thinner overall profile: less swing weight 
translates to improved spins.

Stoke Light vs. Dark: 132, 137 & 142
Stoke Monster: 132, 137 & 142
Stoke Black Cherry: 137
Stoke Lion: 132

Retail Price: $349

Watch the Stoke Series in Action

Contact a Rep for Wholesale Pricing

STOKE
 specs
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MONSTER

stoke 132

stoke 137

stoke 142

stoke black cherry

stoke lion





We are proud to introduce the 
Heritage Series to all continuous 
rocker fans!  This board is an excellent 
option for beginner to pro. With a 
smoother transition, crisp edge hold, 
and a clean arc feel into the wake, 
this board makes all riders more 
comfortable regardless of skill level. 
The continuous rocker will give you 
more consistency from your pop to 
your landings. Go huge and Land oh 
so soft with the Heritage Series!

Heritage
139



heritage red 139

heritage black 139

Rocker Type: Continuous 
Skill Level: Intermediate/Advanced 
Length: 139.00 cm
Middle Width : 16.90 cm
Enduro Base: a smooth flowing base 
with superior durability.
Fin Configuration: One removable 
center fin and two outer molded-in 
fins. Molded-in fins aid stability and 
edge hold. Removable center fin 
allows for additional grip on the water 
if desired.

Heritage Red: 139
Heritage Black: 139
Heritage Cream: 134

Retail Price: $349

Contact a Rep for Wholesale Pricing

HERITAGE
 specs

heritage cream 134



MATRIX BINDINGS
 SIZES 6/7, 8/9, 10, 11 &12



The Matrix Closed Toe Binding is strong and 
light. The Matrix Binding offers a solid overall 
feel in a medium stiffness shell. The medium 
stiffness is perfect for both wake and rail riding, 
poke all the way while still feeling secure in 
your boots! A full lace system for one pull 
tightening makes for less preparation time 
in the water. This binding was designed with 
easy entry in mind and all the comfort and 
performance you would want in a closed toe 
boot. Riders of all levels can carve a session 
without breaking the bank with the Matrix. 
Super clean, super comfortable, and perfect 
for your feet.

Sizes: 6/7, 8/9, 10, 11 & 12

Retail Price: $349

Watch the Matrix Bindings in Action

Contact a Rep for Wholesale Pricing

MATRIX BINDINGS



ACCESSORIZE



Contact a Rep for Current Lineup





www.wakeology.com


